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Foreword
Faced with globalized competition,  

individuals, businesses or even non-

government organizations are now in  need of 

more diverse professional services  than they 

used to. Meanwhile, managing  taxation costs 

and lowering taxation risks  have become one 

of the key factors to  decision making. At 

KPMG, we have tax and  industry experts that 

are readily available to provide broad range of 

services and help  customers respond to the 

rapidly changing  tax environment anywhere in 

the world.

Due to the different tax laws and practices  

applicable in different countries, individuals,  

businesses and non-government  

organizations should all conduct diligent  

assessments beforehand in order to achieve  

the best tax efficiency and cost benefit on a 

global basis. KPMG's Tax and Investment  

Services team has access to a global  network 

where it obtains updates on the  latest tax 

laws from around the world. The  team applies 

robust project management  practices and 

abundant industry experience  to perform 

comprehensive taxation risk  assessments and 

tax management services  for customers, 

depending on their individual  tax 

requirements.
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The latest updates on tax and investment 

services, industry development, events, 

publications, and regulations are available on 

the KPMG website.

http://home.kpmg/tw/tax
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Tax authorities worldwide are under increasing pressure to generate  revenue, causing a rise in 

tax audit activity across all taxing  jurisdictions and all types of tax. Particular uncertainty can 

arise

as global businesses seek to access new and developing markets  where the local tax 

environment may be unfamiliar and extremely  unpredictable.

This pressure on tax authorities is resulting in more investigation,  larger adjustments, and 

increased potential for penalties and interest.  Wherever you do business, it’s important to 

approach your tax  matters proactively and be ready to respond if and when a local tax  

investigation begins. KPMG’s Tax Dispute Prevention and Resolution  Team can help you 

prepare to manage any tax authority challenge  that comes your way.

01 Dispute resolution and  
controversy service

• Evaluating transactions 

“from the revenue 

authority’s perspective” 

and  providing assistance 

in working through the 

relevant processes, to 

obtain  technical rulings, 

opinions, clearances and 

waivers in advance of your  

transactions.

• Preparing documentation 

and files to support tax 

positions in anticipation of 

future  tax authority 

request for information

• Shielding confidential tax 

analyses from 

inappropriate tax authority 

scrutiny in  jurisdictions 

having a form of legal 

privilege

• Navigating voluntary 

disclosure, advance 

compliance and other tax 

authority  programs.

Protect
Transaction  documentation  
review tax  reporting Manage

Tax audits and  queries

Resolve
Tax dispute and  controversy  
process

• Negotiating audits, 

responses to audit queries, 

and, where regulations 

permit,  judicial appeals

• Responding to tax 

authority demands for 

information or 

documentation

• Engaging with the tax 

authority to agree on a 

project-based approach to  

progress collaboratively

• Working with senior 

officials to help ensure 

stated administrative 

policies and  procedures 

are followed.

• Making informed decisions 

on preferred options for 

resolving difficult  disputes, 

e.g. alternative forms of 

dispute resolution, 

settlement, and, in certain  

jurisdictions, litigation

• Helping finalize settlements 

and ensure appropriate 

documentation in  

collaboration with the tax 

authority

• Managing the tax dispute 

resolution process in a non-

confrontational and  

effective manner.

• Using all available 

procedures and processes 

to help bring closure to your  

disputes, effectively and 

efficiently.
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Amidst globalization, multinational companies are faced with complexities 

of multiple tax systems and regulations across the world. Where to thrive, 

multinational companies need to adapt their key business decisions 

around the evolving tax landscape. By drawing upon our strong network 

of tax professionals, KPMG Taiwan’s International Tax team is able to 

provide a comprehensive and multi-disciplined perspective into our 

client’s tax challenges. 

KPMG Taiwan’s International Tax team, combined with skilled 

professionals across KPMG’s global network, holds extensive knowledge 

and practical insights in the diverse field of tax. In alignment with our 

client’s business needs, we take a targeted approach in providing our 

clients with effective and tailored international tax advisory services, 

including investment structure planning, global strategic tax planning, tax 

compliance and other tax related advisory services. To help companies 

mitigate their tax risks, we can assist in determining the appropriate 

investment structure and the configuration of global supply chains. By 

providing sound and meaningful tax advice, we help our clients manage 

the complex international tax environment and help them successfully 

achieve their wider business objectives and foster growth on a global 

scale.

We provide the following services

• Provide international tax planning consultation services for overseas 

investments and tax concession applications;

• Provide tax analyses and tax optimization for corporate re-structuring;

• Provide tax compliance and consultation for multinational companies 

with overseas local operations;

• Provide tax consultation services for cross-border transactions;

• Provide other international tax consultation services.

International tax02
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Transfer pricing is one of the most important issues that businesses  must pay attention to 

when investing in various parts of the world. Tax  laws and tax authority’s requirements on 

transfer pricing may differ from country to country. Knowing the details and trends of transfer 

pricing policies throughout the world will help businesses make appropriate and adequate 

preparations in ways that minimize tax risks in order to avoid double taxation as well as reduce 

compliance burden associated with transfer pricing. As OECD published its  final BEPS Action 

13 report, countries around the world are starting to make laws based on the transfer pricing 

documentation suggested  in the action plan. Meanwhile, the tax authority of Taiwan has  

published new amendments to the transfer pricing regulation, which  officially incorporates 

Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) Action  13 into Taiwan’s 3-tier transfer pricing 

documentation framework. These movements require businesses to re-examine their global 

tax  management strategies on a group level, and begin preparing new  transfer pricing 

documents as part of the day-to-day operation. Making  the right preparations would help 

businesses manage taxation costs  more effectively on a global setting.

KPMG's global transfer pricing service draws on the expertise of  senior tax professionals, 

financial analysts and economists from a  network of independent member firms affiliated 

with KPMG. Together,  they provide professional transfer pricing services to customers  

around the world in areas that are relevant to their business activities.  KPMG's global transfer 

pricing service team comprises nearly 1500  professionals from different locations and areas 

of expertise.

We provide the following services

• Transfer pricing advisory

• Transfer pricing document preparation (master file, CbCR, and  transfer pricing report)

• Transfer pricing project review and advisory service  

• Global transfer pricing policy review and planning

• Transfer pricing consultation services for tax disputes

• Value chain assessment and the tax optimization analysis of business  model under global 

transfer pricing system

• Review and analyze intangible transactions and the reasonability of profit allocation among 

affiliated companies in accordance with the regulations stipulated in OECD Guideline and 

Taiwan transfer pricing regulations.

• In accordance with the updated transfer pricing regulations announced by the OECD or 

each jurisdiction, review related-party transactions, transfer pricing policies, and the 

functional and risk characterized position among affiliated companies to mitigate potential 

transfer pricing risks.

• Review group effective tax rate, profit allocation, transfer pricing policies, and functionally 

characterized position among each jurisdiction to reduce tax burden globally and provide an 

optimized global tax strategy.

03 Global transfer pricing 
services
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• Utilize the digital tax technology to evaluate and detect the potential  

tax risks which might be occurred among Master file, Country-by-

Country reporting, and transfer pricing report in order to deliver  

effective tax risk control solutions.

• Based on the corporate organizational structure, review the current  

transfer pricing transactions and profit allocation. Furthermore,  

evaluate the custom duty, business tax, or related tax issues from  

respective jurisdictions to analyze and provide the best investment  tax 

structure.

• Application for advance pricing agreement (APA) and Mutual 

Agreement Procedure (MAP)
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In light of globalization, workforce mobility and business management has 

internationalized. In response, KPMG’s professional service team, with 

professional teams across 144 countries, work together to provide 

professional services in immigration compliance, tax compliance and tax 

advisory for Taiwanese, Mainland Chinese and foreign personnel of 

multinational companies.

We provide transnational companies with assignment-related consulting 

services and assist with subsequent tax compliance procedures. 

Ultimately, KPMG’s professional service team aims to facilitate our clients 

in achieving their global mobility needs, in maximizing the benefits of  

cross-border employee mobility and in reducing the risks and costs 

associated, to effectively advance our client’s global strategic plans and to 

optimize the customer experience. 

Furthermore, we serve as agents for the application of general work 

permit, special skilled work permit, Alien Resident Certificate (ARC) and 

Employment Gold Card (EGC). We help evaluate your business models 

with recommendations on the most beneficial immigration solutions such 

as special skilled work permit or EGC. Our services also include seamless 

application procedures from work permit, visa assistance to ARC. We 

navigate and manage immigration application procedures for you and your 

employees.

We provide the following services

• Provide immigration and tax advisory services for administering global 

assignments; 

• Advise on immigration regulation topics and help you navigate the 

complete immigration processes.

• Assist in the application of general work permits, special skilled work 

permits, ARC and Taiwan Employment Gold Card;

• Arrange tax briefings for assignees to introduce Taiwan’s tax 

regulations;

• Prepare and file Taiwan individual income tax returns as an agent;

• Prepare and file U.S. and Australian individual income tax returns as an 

agent;

• Calculate employee’s tax equalization followed by company policy;

• Provide tax advisory services on equity income for employees and 

companies;

Global mobility services04
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Faced with increasing complexity and diversity of the prevailing  commercial environment, 

transaction patterns, and rapidly changing  tax laws, it is necessary for businesses to 

thoroughly understand  and take full advantage of tax-saving and incentive measures  

permitted by local tax laws in order to manage tax risks effectively  and efficiently while 

keeping tax burdens within reasonable range.

KPMG maintains close communication with customers to gain  insight into their operations 

and requirements, which, when  combined with our knowledge on changing tax laws, enables 

us  to provide the tax management and advisory services needed by  individuals and 

businesses, including tax advisory and assessment  of investment, merger, operation 

adjustment, tax privilege  application, application of interpretation of statute, and tax training  

etc...

Tax management consulting05
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Due to the influence of BEPS Action, international tax laws and tax  inspections are shifting 

focus towards actual economic impacts. In  response to this development, KPMG has 

assembled a BEPS team and  a value chain management (VCM) team consisting of 

professionals who  are versed in global tax service and highly experienced in industrial  

practices to help multinational companies develop the optimal tax plan  and value chain 

management solutions, and thereby improve operating  efficiency while reducing overall tax 

burden. These teams also provide  businesses with new visions and share knowledge on 

applicable tax  laws and practices in various countries, which help shape a supply  chain that 

delivers business goals.

VCM in tax 
burdenOperation Tax burden

BEPS Action

Human 

resource

Direct tax Information Communication Transfer pricing

OperationCustoms Indirect tax

BEPS and VCM advisory 
services06
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The Taiwan government is dedicated to promoting an efficient  and globalized stock market 

with enhanced alignment with  international standards. Officials have simplified the application  

procedures by loosening the qualifications for FINIs and the limitation on FINIs’ investment 

quotas to further boost  internationalization and free trade.

KPMG Taiwan has been a pioneer in, and primary service provider  of, FINI tax services. Based 

on the “Regulations Governing  Securities Investments by Overseas Chinese and Foreign  

Investors”, we act as the Tax Agent of the FINI and facilitate its local tax compliance, including 

but not limited to earnings  repatriation. We also provide a tax treaty consultation and  

application service that helps our clients in maximizing the profit  from investment by 

minimizing the tax burden in Taiwan.

For many years, KPMG Taiwan has been recognized by leading  investors worldwide for our 

high service quality and distinctive  ‘one-stop shop’ services. If you are considering a well-

rounded  tax service for your FINI, please do not hesitate to contact us.

We provide the following services

• Tax Agent service for the FINIs.

• Tax Agent service for the China’s Qualified Domestic  Institutional Investors (QDIIs)

• Tax Agent service for the segregated collective investment  account for overseas foreign 

national employees/ Mainland  Area nationality employees

• Tax Advisory service for the FINIs and QDIIs, tax compliance  services for securities 

lending and borrowing, bond  transactions...etc.

• Treaty Benefit Application Service for the FINIs.

• Tax Agent and Advisory Services for Taiwan investors investing  in India, Pakistan...etc.

Tax agency service for Foreign  
Institutional Investors (FINIs)07
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Family (Individual) estate tax  
advisory services

There have been frequent changes in Taiwan tax laws in the recent years. In particular, when 

individuals selling shares of TWSE or TPEx unlisted companies, or shares of unregistered 

emerging-stock companies, the gains should be subject to the Alternative Minimum Tax 

(AMT). Furthermore, the amendments to certain provisions of the House and Land 

Transactions Income Tax 2.0 have come into effect on July 1, 2021. These new revisions 

directly or indirectly affect many high-income earners the most.

Meanwhile, Taiwan’s anti-tax avoidance awareness through controlled foreign company (CFC) 

rules may significantly increase the tax burden and the risk of exposure for high net worth 

individuals and high-income earners. Taiwan’s industrial structure is dominated by family 

SMEs, in the process of corporate growth and transformation, the businesses usually 

encounter problems regarding business sustainability and transfer of family wealth. The key to 

a sustainable business involves how to pass down a family business to the successor while 

incurring reasonable tax burden to the businesses and individuals who are involved. 

KPMG has knowledgeable and experienced tax specialists who are capable of conducting 

comprehensive strategic assessments for family businesses and helping them to develop 

wealth transfer solutions while balancing between tax burden and risk control. It is our goal 

and mission to help family businesses achieve “tax burden minimization, profit maximization, 

and legacy sustainability.”

08
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China tax advisory 
services

Being the world's second largest economy, China continues to be favored 

by investors around the world. However, recent changes in economic 

circumstances have presented businesses with many uncertainties and 

challenges concerning taxation and compliance. Our China Tax Practice 

comprise of members across various regions including Taiwan, Hong 

Kong and Greater China Region, with their extensive practical experience 

and understanding of the local investment environment, are able to offer 

comprehensive tax and business advisory to any multinational company 

seeking to invest into the Chinese market.

We provide the following services

• Advisory on China investment regulations

• Advisory on corporate organization and investment structure

• Advisory on taxation and tax incentive application in China

• Advisory on China customs policies

• Advisory on supply chain optimization and transfer pricing 

• Advisory on China foreign exchange control policies

• Advisory on business registration matters in China

• Advisory on business dissolution matters in China

• Advisory on taxation for merger & acquisitions in China

• Advisory on expatriates and individual tax matters in China  

• Advisory on Hong and Macau tax matters

09
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Japanese tax services
KPMG's Japan tax service team leverages the expertise  of KPMG's 

affiliated firms located in Tokyo, Osaka and  Nagoya to offer all-round tax 

services from tax advisory  to transfer pricing for Japanese businesses 

operating in Taiwan as well as Taiwanese businesses seeking to  venture 

into Japan. As part of the tax advisory service,  KPMG coordinates across 

various departments, affiliated  firms and KPMG Japan to help businesses 

understand  existing tax agreements between Taiwan and Japan, the  

local tax regulations, available government incentives  and advise on how 

to make appropriate use of them. KPMG also supports businesses with 

other services  including tax advisory on domestic/foreign investments,  

administrative remedies and tax training. Transfer pricing  is one of the 

most important tax issues that businesses  must pay attention to when 

investing globally. After  OECD published its action plan on BEPS, the 

Japanese  government is taking steps to amend transfer pricing  

regulations based on the action plan, and one of the tasks of KPMG's 

Japan tax service team is to  perform analyses on multiple aspects and 

offer useful  suggestions and solutions based on customers' needs.

We provide the following services

• Evaluate profit allocation of Japanese businesses in Taiwan  and 

provide counseling and advisory services

• Assist in the preparation of transfer pricing documents, and  

documents for compliance with BEPS Action 13

• Transfer pricing project review and advisory service

• Assist Japanese businesses in applying tax privileges in  Taiwan; 

counseling and advisory services on APA and mutual  agreement 

procedure

• Tax advisory

10
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Investment and 
registration services

Innovative corporate business models and globalization in recent years 

have increased the diversity and complexity of investment practices. One 

of the most significant challenges faced by businesses today is finding 

ways to adjust to the constantly changing regulations and environment. 

KPMG team comprises of experienced professionals both in technical 

knowledge and practical experience. We provide clients with 

comprehensive solutions and recommendations on their investment plan 

in order to achieve effective investment decisions and plans, as well as 

assist clients to complete relevant company registration processes before 

and after their investment. We also constantly keep the client up-to-date 

on current updates on relevant investment and company registration 

regulations as we strive to provide our clients with high quality services.

We provide the following services

• Advisory on investment, industrial and commercial  regulations

• Investment application by overseas Chinese or foreigner  

• Investment application by Mainland Investors  Application for cross-

border M&A

• Application for various licenses

• Company establishment and change of registration  

• Company dissolution or liquidation

• Application of work and residential permits for foreign  workers

• Registration and change of registration for non-profit  organizations

• Corporate secretary

• Other relevant investment and registration consulting service

11
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Accounting, Tax, and Payroll Outsourcing 
(related HRM included) Services

KPMG's accounting, taxation and outsourced payroll team  is committed to providing 

customers with top-quality  services. The team comprises experienced members who  are 

able to help customers take care of accounting affairs  and prepare accounting statements and 

tax reconciliation  statements on a monthly basis. Team members not only  familiarize 

themselves with tax laws but also pay constant  attention to the latest developments, so that 

customers  can fully understand how a change in tax law affects their  operations, and choose 

the most appropriate way to file  taxes. From multinational company to SME, or even a  micro 

business with just one employee, we are always  glad to handle payroll affairs for our 

customers and help  them minimize exposure to tax risks.

Accounting and tax services

• Accounting and preparation of Chinese and English financial statements

• Salary calculation and bank transfer

• Processes concerning Labor Insurance, National Health Insurance, and Pension

• Cash disbursement or bank account-related affairs

• Filing of withholding taxes/supplementary premiums

• Filing of value-added tax

• Filing of business income tax

• Preparation of tax reconciliation statement

Payroll Outsourcing Service

• Severance Pay and Pension Calculation

• Withholding Tax Calculation for Foreign Employees

• Attendance and Absence Data Maintenance

• Processes concerning Redundancy Notification

• Salary/ Bonus Calculation and Payment

• Withholding & Non-Withholding Tax Reporting

• 2nd Generation NHI Supplementary Premium Deduction Reporting

• Health Insurance Application and Salary Adjustment Reporting

• Accounting entry and bank transfer file preparation

• Payslip and payroll reconciliation statement creation

• Preparation of competent authority questionnaires and forms

12
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Labor Law Service

• Labor Policy Advice

• Labor Dispute Representation

• Law Compliance of HR Transfer in Reform and Merge

• Employee Stock Options and Motivation Advice

• International Employee Transfer Law Compliance

• Massive Layoff Law Compliance

• Working Rules and Exempt Employee Contract Advice and Drafting

• Collective Bargaining Compliance

• Sexual Harassment Prevention Policy Advice

• Trainings of HR Management and IP Protection
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Financial services tax
Faced with drastic changes in the global trading environment,  financial 

institutions are finding themselves in need to remain  sensitive about the 

latest tax development, whether in terms of  compliance or operational 

strategies, in order to cope with the  increasingly complex tax issues.

KPMG has a financial institution tax advisory team that comprises  

veterans from various parts of the financial sector, who are aware  of the 

operational challenges faced by financial institutions. Furthermore, the 

team has the support of KPMG's global  resources to provide integrated 

professional services needed by  financial institutions.

We provide the following services

• Counseling and advisory on AEOI (including FATCA and CRS)

• Investment structuring and management for financial  institutions

• Assist financial institutions in cross-border M&A and  establishing 

offshore business units

• Transitional training for financial industry workers  Transfer pricing for 

financial institutions

• Other tax advisory for financial institutions

13
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Tax Technology Services
Amid global tax reform and emerging technology development,  tax 

authorities worldwide invest massive amount of resources  and adopt 

technology to conduct tax investigation with big data  analytics. The 

fabric of the tax function is changing disruptively.  Tax Technology 

Team in KPMG Taiwan can help enterprises and  Chief Tax Officers to 

design tax strategies and target operating  models under the concept 

of “Tax Reimagined” framework,  along with technology, 

transformation of tax functions and  tax compliance capabilities. 

Enterprises and Chief Tax Officers  would benefit greatly from the 

framework to respond rapidly  to tax revolution, optimize tax 

management process, improve  compliance efficiency, ensure the data 

accuracy, identify potential  tax risks, and turn tax data into value-

added business insight  through technology solutions.

14
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4. Management by objectives and 
continuous improvement

• Use data analysis techniques to identify 
risks and opportunities

• Ensure the results meet the expectations 
of Board of Directors  and authorities

• Continuously watch and evaluate market 
trend, business  opportunities, and tax 
compliance requirements

3. Project execution and solution 
implementation

• Transform tax management and 
compliance process

• Automate tax compliance process by 
adopting technology  solutions

2. Tax functions transformation 
and resource allocation

• Optimize business process and choose 
applicable technology  solutions

• Change management and risk 
management

Tax Reimagined

We provide the following services

• Tax compliance system design suggestion and business 

process  optimization

• Tax e-Filing support and tax e-Filing file conversion

• Transformation of tax functions and tax technology solution 

advisory  and deployment

• Tax data value analytics and preparation of business analysis 

reports

1. As-is Analysis and Business 
Roadmap Design

• Build the vision for tax functions

• Analyze and evaluate current operating 
process

• Design the roadmap for tax functions to 
meet the business  needs

• Propose business value analysis, project 
time frame and  communication plan
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Tax Consulting on IPO 
Restructuring and M&A 

After going through arduous entrepreneurship and initial business 

operations, the enterprises pursue for further expansion on economy and 

market scale. In addition to relying on the continuous growth on business, 

entering into capital market through Initial Public Offerings (IPO) or 

conducting mergers and acquisitions (M&A) is also an important strategy 

for enterprises to grow rapidly. Enterprises require not only to manage 

business operations, financial soundness and legal compliance, but also to 

make appropriate restructuring and adjustments to the group’s overall 

investment and shareholding structures in order to adapt to the change on 

organization and business flexibility after IPO or M&A in the future. How 

to  manage the tax risks arising from the restructuring process is of the 

utmost importance.

KPMG Taiwan, with professionals from different areas of expertise and 

extensive experience, aims to provide rapid, effective, professional and 

customized tax consulting services to the clients who intend to launch 

IPO or M&A.

We provide the following services

• Tax consulting on optimal adjustment to group investment structure 

for IPO and M&A

• Tax consulting on flexible adjustment to group shareholding structure 

for IPO and M&A

• Tax consulting on effective adjustment to group operation model for 

IPO and M&A

• Tax due diligence and advisory for M&A

• Tax planning and advisory for M&A strategies

• Other tax advisory services related to IPO and M&A

15
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Tax consulting service for 
central and south of Taiwan

For a long time, the main motivation of economic development at central and south of 

Taiwan was made from traditional manufacturing industry and basic industry.

In term of industry development, innovation, transformation, and strategic partnership 

alignment or the topic of business decision-making, all of the above involved tax 

consulting.

Therefore, in order to know the operation status, and provide services appropriately, 

KPMG branches located in Hsinchu, Taichung, Tainan, Kaohsiung. We build a local tax 

service team, which combines with KPMG global resources, to deliver professional 

and comprehensive tax consulting services (including steel industry, precision 

machinery, health care, biotechnology, handicraft, aquaculture, shoemaking, textiles, 

and bicycle manufacturing etc.) to local clients. The detail of services will be 

introduced as follow:

• Providing tax (including trust, close company, income tax, estate and gift tax) advices 

regarding wealth inheritance, allocation and preservation for the individuals and families.

• Providing tax planning service regarding the adjustment of shareholder and investment 

structure prior/past to IPO in Taiwan.

• Providing transfer pricing strategy consulting service regarding the related party 

transactions (including the cross-border transactions).

• Providing tax planning and advisory for M&A strategies.

• Providing tax advice on employee stock option plan.

• Assisting the application for investment tax credit.(such as application for investment of 

innovative industry, intelligent machinery and 5G investment, investment planning review 

for tax credit application.)

• Providing investment and registration services.

• Providing accounting and outsourced payroll.

• Providing tax exemption / deduction advisory service of withholding tax (such as business 
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